



Abstract*Medical(image(retrieval(and(classification(have(been(extremely(active(research(topics(over(the( past( 15( years.( With( the( ImageCLEF( benchmark( in( medical( image( retrieval( and(classification( a( standard( test( bed( was( created( that( allows( researchers( to( compare( their(approaches( and( ideas( on( increasingly( large( and( varied( data( sets( including( generated(ground( truth.( This( article( describes( the( lessons( learned( in( ten( evaluations( campaigns.( A(detailed(analysis(of(the(data(also(highlights(the(value(of(the(resources(created.((
Introduction:*While(development(of( image( retrieval( approaches( and( systems(began( as( a( research( field(over( two( decades( ago( [5,34,38],( progress( has( been( slow( for( a( variety( of( reasons.( One(problem( is( the( inability( of( image( processing( algorithms( to( automatically( identify( the(content( of( images( in( the(manner( that( information( retrieval( and( extraction( systems( have(been(able(to(do(so(with(text([4,38].(A(second(problem(is(the(lack(of(robust(test(collections(and(in(particular,(realistic(query(tasks(with(ground(truth(that(allow(comparison(of(system(performance( [4,18,25,32].( In( general,( the( limits( of( systematic( comparisons( have( been(analyzed(in(several(publications([44],(but(also(an(important(impact(could(be(shown(when(evaluating( the( results( of( such( benchmarks( [42,40],( particularly( economic( value( but( also(scholarly(impact(in(terms(of(citations.*The(lack(of(realistic(test(collections(is(one(of(the(motivations(for(the(ImageCLEF(initiative,(which(is(a(part(of(the(Cross-Language(Evaluation(Forum(((CLEF),(a(challenge(evaluation(for(information(retrieval(from(diverse(languages([24].(The(goals(of(CLEF(are(to(build(realistic(test( collections( that( simulate( real(world( retrieval( tasks,( enable( researchers( to( assess( the(performance( of( their( systems,( and( compare( their( results( with( others.( The( goal( of( test(collection(construction(is(to(assemble(a(large(collection(of(content((text,(images,(structured(data,(etc.)(that(resemble(collections(used(in(the(real(world.(Builders(of(test(collections(also(seek( a( sample( of( realistic( tasks( to( serve( as( topics( that( can( be( submitted( to( systems( as(queries( to( retrieve( content( [18,33].( The( final( component( of( test( collections( is( relevance(judgments(that(determine(which(content(is(considered(relevant(to(each(topic.(Biomedical(information(retrieval(systems(are(complex,(comprising(many(key(components.(These( include( image( modality( classification( [29],( visual( image( similarity( computation,(multimodal( image( and( text( information( retrieval,( and( others( that( may( be( specific( to(individual(systems.(Performance(evaluation(needs(to(be(conducted(on(these(components(to(determine( the( overall( system( performance.( With( the( exponential( increase( in( available(biomedical(data(repositories(it(is(important(for(the(evaluation(to(be(close(to(real(world(in(its( size( and( scope.( The( ImageCLEF1 (medical( retrieval( tasks( have( provided( such( an(((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((1(http://www.imageclef.org/(
evaluation( forum( and( framework( for( evaluating( the( state( of( the( art( in( biomedical( image(information(retrieval([4,18,24,26,28,29,30,41].(((
Motivation:**An( important( goal( is( to( develop( systems( that( can( support( the(management( of( the( large(amounts( of( data,( including( images,( that( are( routinely( created( and( stored( in( hospital(information( systems( [17].( The( use( of( image( retrieval( systems( for( medical( and( other(applications(is(growing,(yet(we(know(little(about(the(motivations(and(tasks(for(which(they(are(used( [19].( ( In(order( to( set( realistic( goals( for( ImageCLEF(over( the(years,( a(number(of(user-studies(were( conducted( to(understand( the(needs(and(motivation(of(users(of( clinical(image(retrieval(systems([19,25].(Such(user(studies(were(performed(at(Oregon(Health(and(Science(University((OHSU)([19](and(in(University(Hospitals,(Geneva(in(2005-2006([25](then(again( in( 2009( at( OHSU( and( in( 2011( in( Geneva( [22].( ( Analyses( of( log( files( were( also(performed(to(derive(tasks(that(are(representative( for(medical( information(search([32].( In(2005,( Hersh( et( al.( performed( a( qualitative( study( to( analyze( real( users’( tasks( for( which(image(retrieval(can(be(used([19].(They(examined(the( information(needs(of(13(biomedical(professionals( with( the( following( roles:( clinician,( researcher,( educator,( librarian( and(student.( The( results( of( this( study( showed( that( medical( image( needs( of( biomedical(professionals(could(be(categorized(into(four(groups:(research-related,(patient(care-related,(education-related(and(other.(Müller(et(al.(also(performed(a(qualitative(study(that(year(to(learn(about(the(image(use(and(search(behavior(in(the(medical(domain([25].(They(conducted(a(survey(with(18(users(at(the(University(Hospitals(of(Geneva.(The(participants(were(asked(questions(in(order(to(explain(how( they( would( use( and( search( for( images( in( their( roles( as( clinicians,( educators,(researchers,( librarians,( and/or( students.( The( obtained( results( showed( that( the( tasks(performed(with(images(and(the(ways(to(search(for(images(vary(strongly(depending(on(the(role(of( the(person(and( the(department( they(belong( to.(As( reported(earlier( [19],( students,(researchers( and( lecturers( search( for( images( for( use( in( presentations( and( reports.( (Many(clinicians(create( their(personal( image(archives( from(clinical( routine( for( further(use.(They(usually(add(clinical(information(to(illustrate(interesting(cases,(particularly(for(teaching(and(research.(Results(also(showed(that(image(search(was(not(restricted(to(the(hospital(archive(or(teaching(file;(many(users(searched(for(images(using(Google(and(specialized(websites.(But(in( these( cases,( participants( said( that( quality(was( a(problem(and(was(hard( to( judge.( ( The(participants(in(this(study(identified(some(key(needs(of(an(image(retrieval(system(including(the(ability(to(search(pathology(and(anatomical(location.((Searching(by(visual(similarity(was(highlighted(as(desired(but(not( implemented( feature(of( search(engines.(Many(participants(had(expressed(the(desire(to(be(able(to(index(and(search(their(PACS(systems.(In([23](these(results( were( validated( and( an( evolution( could( also( be( shown( in( that( radiologists( knew(about( visual( search( and( desired( to( be( able( to( search( by( image( regions( and( for( entire(medical(cases.(In(2008,(Sedghi(et(al.,(performed(a(user(study(with(26(participants(in(order(to(investigate(the(relevance(criteria(used(by(health(care(professionals(to(make(relevance(judgments(when(searching( for( medical( images( [36].( In( total,( 26( criteria( were( identified;( amongst( them,(visual( relevancy,( background( information( and( image( quality( were( the( most( frequent(criteria(used(by(participants.(The(study(showed(that(the(importance(of(each(criterion(was(
dependent( upon( the( user( specialty( and( their( information( needs,( and( that( users( apply(different(criteria(in(different(situations(when(evaluating(the(relevancy(of(medical(images.(( In(2009,(OHSU(recruited(a(sample(of(clinicians,(educators,(and(researchers(from(the(local( health( sciences(university.(OHSU(provided(demonstrations(of( state-of-the-art( image(retrieval( systems( to( prompt( real( information( needs( from( the( participants( and( then(observed(them(search(with(six(different(systems.(Participants(were(asked(in(an(open-ended(manner(to(collate(the(data(for(themes(and(trends.(Participants(were(also(asked(to(provide(data(about(search( tasks( they(might(undertake.( In(particular,( they(were(asked( to(describe(tasks( where( medical( images( are( helpful,( and( to( provide( information( about( the( types( of(images(they(find(most(useful.(In(general,(image(supported(tasks(fell(into(five(broad(groups:(Education,( Publication,( Diagnosis,( Research,( and( Other.( Some( examples( of( how( the(participants(self-reported(using(image(retrieval(systems(included:(
• Self-Education:( use( of( images( to( review( instructions( for( specific( procedures,( to(review(how(to(interpret(images,(to(learn(about(a(new(clinical(topic.(
• Professional(Education:(use(of(images(to(educate(medical(students(and(residents(in(the( clinic( or( the( classroom( (e.g.,( to( demonstrate( concepts( that( are( necessary( to(perform(an(exam,(teaching(what(to(look(for(in(an(image(in(a(given(condition).(
• Patient( Education:( mostly,( in( this( task( images( are( used( as( visual( aid( in( patient(education( (e.g.,( give( clinical( explanation( about( their( conditions).( Participants(mentioned( other( cases( where( images( are( used( such( as( giving( an( illustration( to(providers.((
• Diagnosis:( images( are( used( in( difficult( diagnosis( situations( (e.g.,( uncommon( or(nonspecific(rashes)(to(confirm(a(diagnosis(or(generate(a(differential(diagnosis.(
• Publications:(images(are(used(to(prepare(medical(presentations(or(to(give(a(talk.((
• Research:( images( are( used( to( develop( a( research( idea,( to(write( grants,( to(make( a(presentation(at(research(conferences.(These(and(other(user(studies(have(helped(define(ImageCLEF(over(the(years(by(creating(a(basis(for(realistic(topics(for(the(image(retrieval(task(as(well(as(expanding(beyond(simple(ad-hoc( retrieval( tasks( into( automatic( annotation,( case-based( retrieval( [12,35],( and(modality(classification.((
Methods*The( ImageCLEF( annual( image( retrieval( challenge( started( in( 2003( as( a( task( of( the( CLEF(campaign,(which(had(its(beginnings(in(the(Text(REtrieval(Challenge((TREC)(and(has(been(an(independent(workshop(since(2000.(Thus,(the(organization(of(ImageCLEF(has(been(modeled(after(TREC([15](and(follows(a(similar(set(of(stages(as(described(below.((The(organizers(distribute(a(“collection”,(which(in(the(case(of(ImageCLEF(consists(of(images(and(annotations(for(modality(classification;(images(and(associated(text(for(ad-hoc(retrieval;(and(case(descriptions(with(images(for(case-based(retrieval.(A(set(of(25-100(search(“topics”(is( then( distributed.( These( are( typically( realistic( domain( specific( information( needs.(Participants( then( apply( their( tools( and( techniques( to( produce( ordered( sets( of( images( or(“runs”(that(are(responding(to(each(search(topic;(automatic(modality(classification(results;(or(ranked(lists(of(cases(similar(to(a(topic(in(the(case-based(retrieval(task.((The(next(step(in(the( evaluation( campaign( is( to( have( human( experts( assess( the( relevance( of( the( returned(images(or(case(descriptions(for(the(information(need(presented(in(the(search(topic.((Subject(
matter( experts( or( “judges”( are( recruited( to( help( with( the( assessment.( However,( due( to(practicality( constraints,( only( a( subset( of( all( images( can( be( assessed( in( a( reasonable(timeframe.(“Pooling”(is(used(to(identify(candidate(images(to(be(assessed([37].(Typically,(the(top(30-60(results(from(each(run(for(each(topic(are(combined(to(create(pools(of(about(1000(images(or(cases(that(are(assessed(manually.(The(detailed(criteria(for(assessing(relevance(by(the( judges( are( prescribed( as( part( of( the( protocol.( ImageCLEF( uses( a( ternary( judgment(scheme(wherein(each(image(in(each(pool(was(judged(to(be(“relevant”,(“partly(relevant”,(or(“non–relevant”.(Images(clearly(corresponding(to(all(criteria(specified(in(the(protocol(were(judged( as( “relevant”;( images( were( marked( as( “partly( relevant”( for( when( the( relevance(could(not(be(accurately(confirmed;(and,(images(for(which(one(or(more(criteria(of(the(topic(were(not(met(were(marked(as(“non–relevant”.(The(results(were(manually(verified(during(the(judgment(process.(Judges(were(clinicians(and(many(topics(were(judged(by(two(or(more(judges( to( add( robustness( to( the( rankings( of( the( systems( and( analyze( inter-rater(disagreement.(This(also(allowed(excluding(a(few(judges(for(whom(the(interpretation(of(the(judgment(rules(was(not(respected(but(this(remained(a(rare(case.((
Results*and*Discussions*
!
Evolution!of!ImageCLEF!over!the!years(ImageCLEF(was(first(organized(as(a(track(of(the(Cross(Language(Evaluation(Forum((CLEF)( in( 2003( [9].( The( first( year( was( a( pilot( experiment( with( the( following( objective(“given( a(multilingual( statement( describing( a( user( need,( find( as(many( relevant( images( as(possible”([9].(This(pilot(project(used(historic(photographs(from(St.(Andrews(University(and(50( search( topics( were( provided( in( a( language( other( than( that( of( the( collection.( The(participants(employed(purely(text-based(image(retrieval(approaches(for(this(task(and(only(four(groups(participated.(((2004(was( the( beginning( of( the(medical( image( retrieval( and( classification( tasks( at(ImageCLEF([8].(The(collection(used(for(this(task(was(a(subset(of(the(CasImage(collection,(a(dataset(of(anonymized(medical(images(and(associated(notes(from(the(University(Hospitals(of(Geneva.(These(textual(annotations,(in(English(or(French,(consisted(of(a(number(of(fields(including(diagnosis,(clinical(presentation,(keywords,(title(and(unstructured(description(and(were(associated(with(a(case(that(can(include(multiple(images.(Not(all(fields(were(populated(for(all(cases(and(the(annotations(that(were(present(may(have(had(issues(typical(of(real-life(clinical(notes(such(as(abbreviations,(spelling(errors,(and(other( linguistic(problems(as(well(as( challenges(with(multilingual( collections( such( as( incorrect( French( accents.( ( The( query(tasks(were(selected(by(a(radiologist(and(were(made(available(to(participants(in(the(form(of(a(sample(image.(Thus,(this(was(a(query(by(example(task(and(the(goal(was(to(retrieve(similar(images,( where( similarity( was( based( on( modality,( anatomical( locations( and( imaging(protocols.( (Participants(could(use(purely(visual(techniques((content-based(image(retrieval(or( CBIR)( as( well( as( textual( retrieval( techniques( based( on( the( notes( associated( with( the(sample(image.(A(radiologist,(a(medical(doctor(and(a(medical(computer(scientist(performed(the( relevance( assessments( on( pools( created( from( the( submissions.( Images( were( judged(using( a( ternary( scale( as( relevant,( partially( relevant( or( not( relevant.( Based( on( these(assessments,(relevance(sets(used(for(the(judging(were(created(in(a(number(of(ways.(These(include(deeming(an(image(to(be(relevant(only(if(all(3(agree((most(strict),(relevant(if(all(three(judges(said(that(the(images(were(relevant(or(partially(relevant,(relevant(if(at(least(2(judges(
say( that( the( image( is( relevant,( relevant( if( any( of( judges( say( that( the( image( is( at( least(partially(relevant((most(lenient).((The( size( of( the( dataset(was( greatly( increased( for( the( 2005(medical( retrieval( task(from( the( 6’000( images( in( 2004.( In( addition( to( the( CasImage( collection,( images( from( the(Pathology(Education(Instructional(Resource((PEIR),(images(from(the(Mallinckrodt(Institute(of( Radiology( (MIR)( and( the( PathoPic( collection( were( also( made( available.( The( PEIR(collection(of(about(33,000(pathology(images(included(annotations(in(English(associated(at(the(image(level,(the(MIR(dataset(consisted(of(about(2000(nuclear(medicine(images(and(had(English(annotations(at( the(case( level(and( the(Pathopic(collection(consisted(of(about(9000(images(with(extensive(German(annotations(and(incomplete(English(translations.((Thus,(this(large( and( diverse( collection( of( over( 50,000( images( contained( images( from( radiology,(nuclear(medicine(and(pathology(with(annotations(in(English,(French(and(German(that(were(associated( with( the( images( at( either( the( images( level( or( the( case( level( where( a( single(annotation(could(apply(to(multiple( images.(Twenty-five(search(topics(were(defined(based(on( a( user( survey( conducted( at( OHSU( and( developed( along( the( following( axes:( anatomy,(modality,(pathology(or(disease(and(abnormal(visual(observation.( (Twelve(of(the(25(topics(were(thought(to(be(best(suited(for(visual(systems,(eleven(for(mixed(systems(while(a(couple(were(semantic(topics(where(visual(features(were(not(expected(to(improve(performance([7].(Relevance(assessments(were(performed(by(9(judges,(most(of(who(were(clinicians(while(one(was(an(image-processing(specialist.(Pools(were(created(using(the(top(40(results(from(each(run( resulting( in( pools( of( approximately( 900( images.( A( ternary( scale(was( used( again( and(relevance(sets(were(created(in(a(few(different(ways(from(most(strict(to(most(lenient.((The(same(dataset(was(used(again(in(2006.(However,(the(topics(were(selected(based(on(search( logs(of(a(medical(media(search(engine(created(by(the(Health(on(the(Net((HON)(foundation( [23].( Thirty( search( topics( were( generated( with( ten( each( expected( to( be(amenable( to( visual,( textual( and( mixed( search( methods.( Seven( clinicians( from( OHSU(performed(the(relevance(assessments.((In(2007,(in(addition(to(the(dataset(used(in(2005(and(2006,(two(more(datasets(were(added.( These( included( the( myPACS( dataset( of( about( 15,000( primarily( radiology( images(annotated( in(English(at( the(case( level(and(about(1500(images( from(the(Clinical(Outcomes(Research(Institute((CORI)(dataset(of(endoscopic(images(annotated(in(English(at(the(image(level.( This( combined( dataset( of( more( than( 66,000( images( had( annotations( in( English,(French(and(German(and(images(of(a(variety(of(modalities.((Thirty(topics(from(PubMed®(log(files( were( selected( that( sought( to( cover( at( least( two( of( the( axes( (modality,( anatomy,(pathology(and(visual(observation)(and(again(30(search(topics(were(created.(The(top(thirty(images(from(each(run(were(combined(to(create(the(pools(with(an(average(pool(size(of(about(900.( Judges(were( clinicians( that(were( also( students( in( the( OHSU( biomedical( informatics(graduate(program.(A(new(database(was(used(in(2008(but(the(task(remained(essentially(the(same(as(in(2007.(The(Radiological(Society(of(North(America((RSNA)(had(made(available(a(set(of(about(66,000( images(published( in( two( radiology( journals( (Radiology( and(Radiographics).(These(images(were(a(subset(of( the( images(used(by(the(Goldminer(search(engine([21].( (The(high(quality(annotations(associated(with( the( images(were( the( figure(captions(published( in( the(journal.( However,( the( images(were( primarily( radiology( focused( unlike( in( previous( years(where( pathology( and( endoscopic( images( were( also( represented.( The( query( topics( were(selected(from(the(topics(previously(used(between(2005(and(2007.(Training(data(was(also(


























2004( 2005( 2006( 2007( 2008( 2009( 2010( 2011( 2012( 2013(
2005.(Tools(such(as(MetaMap6(were(commonly(used(to(map(biomedical(text(to(the(Unified(Medical(Language(System(Metathesaurus((UMLS).(WordNet7,(an(on-line(English(thesaurus(and(lexical(database,(and(EuroWordNet,(similar(to(WordNet,(for(other(languages(of(Europe,([43]( have( been( used( for( term( expansion.( Even( Wikipedia8,( Google( Search( API9(and( the(translator(Babelfish10(have(been(exploited(to(extract(external(terms.(Since( 2010,( some( participants( have( included(modality( filters( (using( either( text-based( or(image-based(modality(detection)( in(their(retrieval(approaches([2].(Modality(filtration(was(found( to( be( useful( by( some( participants( while( others( found( only( minimal( benefit( using(modality.(Similar(techniques(were(applied(for(the(retrieval(and(modality(classification(tasks.(On(the(other( hand,( only( one( group( applied( textual( techniques( (in( combination( with( visual(techniques)(for(the(compound(figure(separation(task.(This(group(determined(the(number(of(image( panels( comprising( a( compound( figure( by( identifying( textual( panel( labels( in( the(figure's(caption([1].((
Visual!Retrieval!!Content-based( image( retrieval( has( been( an( active( area( of( research( for( the( last( decade.(Image( features(used( for(retrieval(have(traditionally(been( low(level( features(such(as( those(based(on(image(intensity,(color(and(texture.(((Over( the(years,(participants( in( ImageCLEF(explored(different(color(spaces( including(RGB,(YCbCr(and(CIE(L*a*b*.!(Image(histograms(provided(means(to(compare(the(distributions(of(color(in(the(images.(Participants(utilized(a(wide(range(of(local(and(global(texture(features.(These(included(Tamura(features(of(coarseness,(contrast(and(directionality;(Gabor(filters(at(different(scales(and(directions,(Haar(filters,(Haralick’s(co-occurrence(matrix(based(features,(fractal(dimensions(and(others.(A( simple,( yet( surprisingly( effective( feature( set(was( based( on( generating( thumbnails( and(using( these(down-sampled( images(as( features.( (Visual(words(or( similar( feature(modeling(techniques(have(obtained(best(results( in( the(past(years(of( the(challenges,( similar( to(good(result(of(methods(using(patches(in(the(past([13].(A(range(of(distance(metrics(used(to(compute(similarity(between(image(features(were(also(studied.( In( addition( to( the( commonly( used( Euclidean( distance,( participants( used( Earth(Mover’s( Distance( (EMD)( and( Jeffrey( divergence( and( Jensen-Shannon( divergence( for(histogram( comparisons,( as( well( as( statistical( distance( measures.( Participants( also( used(cross-correlation( functions( and( image( distortion( models( to( calculate( distances( between(images.( Some( participants( evaluated( segmenting( the( images( and( extraction( of( shape(features(or(using(“blob”(based(features.((Teams(also(were(successful(in(“learning”(semantic(terms,(or(connections(of(visual(features(and(text(terms.((
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((6(http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/implementation_resources/metamap.html/(7(http://wordnet.princeton.edu/(8(http://www.wikipedia.org/(9(https://developers.google.com/custom-search/(10(http://www.babelfish.com/(
Many(groups(used(the(popular(medGIFT((Gnu(Image(Finding(Tool)(search(engine([39];(as(the(team(from(the(University(of(Geneva(had(made(available(the(baseline(results(using(this(tool(to(all(participants.(( ( (
Combined!multimodal!retrieval!Participants( explored( the(use(of( early( and( late( fusion(as(well( as( a(variety(of( schemes( for(filtering( images( based( to(modality( as( a(way( to( combine( the( results( from( text-based( and(image-based(search(engines.(The(effect(of(weights(used(in(combining(the(results(was(also(studied.(An(overview(of(all( fusion(techniques(used( in( ImageCLEF(from(2004-2009(can(be(found(in([11].(A(task(on(information(fusion(organized(at(the(ICPR(conference(only(on(fusing(some(of( the(participants’( runs( also(delivered(more( insight( to( information( fusion(on( such(very(uneven(data,(with(text(retrieval(obtaining(very(good(results(and(visual(retrieval(often(quite( low( results( [31].( Lessons( learned( from( the( fusion( evaluation(were( that( rank-based(methods(often(performed(better( than(score-based(methods(as( the(score(curves( for(visual(and(text(retrieval(differ(strongly.(The(importance(of(the(ranks(could(be(adapted(based(on(the(probability( of( finding( relevant( images.( In( the( fusion( competition(much(better( results(were(obtained(than(any(participant(obtained(in(the(competition.(This(underlines(that(good(fusion( techniques( can(massively( improve( the( results,( likely(much(more( than( tweaking(of(parameters(in(either(visual(or(text(retrieval(could.(( ( (
Conclusions*and*lessons*learned*after*ten*years*In(ten(years,(the(ImageCLEFmed(campaign(on(medical(image(classification(and(retrieval(has(evolved( strongly( to( adapt( to( current( challenges( in( the( domain.( Many( systems( and(techniques(have(been(explored(and(tested(over(the(years(to(identify(promising(techniques(and(directions.(The(databases(grew(from(6,500(to(over(300,000(images(and(now(contain(a(large( noise( component( requiring(more( complex( filtering( but( being( representative( of( the(literature(that(stores(most(medical(knowledge.(Also(the(tasks(increased(in(complexity(from(simple( visual( image( retrieval( in(2004( to( a( task( consisting(of( image-based( retrieval,( case-based(retrieval,(modality(classification(and(compound(figure(separation.(ImageCLEF( has( had( an( important( scholarly( impact( [42]( and(many( groups( have( worked(with(the(data,(allowing(PhD(students(to(concentrate(on(research(instead(of(preparing(data(sets.( The( user( surveys( and( analyses( of( log( files( have( created( insight( into( the( changes( in(visual(information(search(behavior(and(create(the(basis(for(system(testing.(Several(clear(lessons(have(been(learned(over(the(years:(
• Visual(retrieval(alone(has(low(performance(unless(used(for(very(precise(tasks(such(as(modality(classification(and(a(limited(number(of(classes;(
• Visual( retrieval( can( obtain( high( early( precision,( particularly( for( tasks( that( can( be(considered(visual(retrieval(tasks;(
• A( variety( of( features( need( to( be( used( for( good( visual( retrieval( and( these( features(should(be(modeled(as(in(the(visual(words(paradigm;(whereas(global(features(such(as(thumbnails( can( deliver( basic( information( local( feature( such( as( patches( have( a(potential(to(increase(results;(
• Text( retrieval( works(well( and( has( by( far( the( best( performance( in( terms( of(Mean(Average(Precision((MAP)(compared(with(visual(retrieval;(
• Text(retrieval(has(generally(a(very(good(recall(but(sometimes(not(the(optimal(early(precision(that(most(users(might(be(interested(in;(
• Fusion(of(visual(and( text( information(can( improve( the( results(as( the( two(retrieval(paradigms( are( complementary( but( fusion( needs( to( be( done( with( care( as( the(characteristics( of( the( two( are(not( the( same( and(many(poor( approaches( for( fusion(actually(decrease(the(text(retrieval(results;(
• Mapping(of(free(text(to(semantics(can(improve(results(over(using(text,(only;(
• Using(modality( information(of( images(can(improve(performance(of( image(retrieval(where(one(modality(is(the(query(objective(
• For(the(modality(classification(results(the(main(limiting(factor(was(the(training(data(that( did( not( cover( the( diversity( of( the( test( data;( the( best( techniques( all( used(automatic(or(manual(techniques(for(the(extension(of(the(training(data(set;(
• Early(vs.( late(fusion(each(have(scenarios(where(they(perform(best(and(it( is(hard(to(indicate(which(techniques(would(be(best;(
• Compound(figure(separation( is(an( important(step(to( focus(search(on(single( figures(but(keep(their(context(that(is(often(important.(These( lessons( learned( show( the( importance( of( such( benchmarks( and( of( systematic(evaluation.( Research( can( now( be( focused( on( promising( techniques( and( allows(concentrating( on( real( research( challenges( and( reproducible( approaches,(which( is( clearly(not(the(case(when(small,(private(databases(are(used.(Having(a(forum(such(as(a(workshop(where(participants(can(compare(their(experiences(with(those(of(other(researchers(who(worked(on(the(same(data(is(another(important(part.(These(discussions( frequently( lead( to( new,( improved( research( ideas( and( also( collaborations(between( participants.( Research( lives( off( these( exchanges( and( cannot( be( done( alone(anymore.( Sharing( work( to( create( recourses( and( evaluation( platforms( creates( an( added(value(for(everyone(involved(and(has(many(advantages(in(terms(of(research(organization.((
Future*work*In(2014(the(general(medical(retrieval(task(was(not(held(and(rather(a(semantic(annotation(challenge(of(the(liver(is(organized.(This(has(also(as(a(goal(to(concentrate(on(a(reflection(of(what(had(been(achieved(in(ten(years.(This(reflection(can(then(lead(to(new(challenges(that(can(be(addressed(in(future(evaluation(campaigns.(One(of(the(already(identified(challenges(is(the(retrieval(from(extremely(large(collections(of(data(that(can(potentially(not(be(shared(by(simple(download(anymore.(This(would(require(a(different( architecture,( for( example( to( store( data( centrally( in( the( cloud( and( move( the(algorithms( to( the( data( by( executing( them( in( a( central( virtual(machine( in( the( cloud( [14].(Such(an(infrastructure(can(potentially(also(lead(to(a(possibility(to(work(on(copyrighted(or(confidential(data(as(participants(only(need(to(work(on(a(small(training(data(set(and(the(full(analysis(of(the(tools(does(not(require(data(access(and(the(virtual(machines(can(be(isolated(in(this(phase.(Such( architecture( could( also( lead( to(more( collaboration( between( participants(who( could(easily(share(components(when(working(on(the(same(data(and(the(same(infrastructure.(This(can(lead(to(a(more(detailed(comparison(of(components(and(combinations(of(really(the(best(performing(techniques(of(all(participants.(It(can(also(reduce(the(effort(of(each(participant(as(
researchers( can( concentrate( on( specific( aspects( and( the( combine(with( the( other( existing(tools.(A(more(systematic(combination(of(techniques(can(also(lead(to(new(insights.(Then,(the(final(goal(is(obviously(to(obtain(tools(that(have(real(clinical(impact(and(thus(pave(the(way( for( digital(medicine(where( data( on( the( patient( are( understood,( interpreted( and(mapped(to(semantics(and(then(linked(to(current(knowledge(finding(outliers,(defining(risk(factors(and(giving(a(global(picture(to(the(physicians.( Images(are(a(part(of( this(system(but(need(to(be(integrated(with(a(large(variety(of(other(data.((
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